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AquaSound



AquaSound develops and produces waterproof audio products for safe use in the 
bathroom. Naturally, these products can also be used in the kitchen, living room or 
on the veranda. Also waterproof TVs and even an outdoor TV are part of the delivery 
program. Waterproof, user-friendly and 'easy to use' are the most important keywords. 
No cumbersome installations, but easy-to-integrate products that - after the plug has 
been inserted into the socket - can be used almost immediately. Technical knowledge 
for installation or use is hardly necessary... that is what we mean by 'Plug & Play'. 
That's our goal. AquaSound is a Dutch company pur sang that uses the slogan
Waterproof Intelligence whiteh pride. 
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Bluetooth Audio Sets

On the following pages you will find audio sets that work on the basis of Bluetooth. 
These Bluetooth Audio sets are easy to use. You only need an audio source to stream 
music. For example your iPhone, Smartphone or a tablet. All speakers can be supplied 
in white, black matt or chrome matt.
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AquaSound

BMN50EASY-TW (white)
BMN50EASY-TZ (black matt)
BMN50EASY-TC (chrome matt)

BMN30EASY-RW (white)
BMN30EASY-RZ (black matt)
BMN30EASY-RC (chrome matt)

Budget Lite               
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BMN50EASY-SW (white)
BMN50EASY-SZ (black matt)
BMN50EASY-SC (chrome matt)

BMN70EASY-ZW (white)
BMN70EASY-ZZ (black matt)
BMN70EASY-ZC (chrome matt)

Luxe Pro





WiFi-Audiosets

On the following pages you will find audio sets that work on the basis of WiFi audio. WiFi 
audio has a longer range than Bluetooth. The larger the home network, the greater the 
range. You include these amplifiers in your home network once. This can be done via WiFi, 
but even better via LAN. You can then immediately start streaming from, for example, the 
Spotify app on your mobile phone. Or use the app to listen to your favorite radio station. 
WiFi audio also offers you the possibility to combine multiple amplifiers (read: rooms). 
Stream to 1 room or to all rooms at the same time. All speakers in the sets can be finished 
in white, black matt or chrome matt.
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AquaSound

WMA30-TW (white)
WMA30-TZ (black matt)
WMA30-TC (chrome matt)

WMA30-RW (white)
WMA30-RZ (black matt)
WMA30-RC (chrome matt)

Budget Lite
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WMA50-SW (white)
WMA50-SZ (black matt)
WMA50-SC (chrome matt)

WMA70-ZW (white)
WMA70-ZZ (black matt)
WMA70-ZC (chrome matt)

Luxe Pro





N-Joy Bathroomradio

On the following pages you will find all N-Joy bathroomradio sets. The use of a mobile 
phone  is not necessary with  these sets. With the N-Joy you  can  stream various 
services*. Spotify, Deezer, Amazon, but also TuneIn, Tidal and Apple Music. With a 
touch of the screen, your favorite radio station sounds, but also that beautiful relaxing 
playlist in Spotify or Deezer. The controller comes standard with a wall mount (also 
charger). This way the controller is always ready for use.

* A subscription may be required to make optimal use of the above services.
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Budget Lite
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EMN30-TW (white)
EMN30-TZ (black matt)
EMN30-TC (chrome matt)

EMN30-RW (white)
EMN30-RZ (black matt)
EMN30-RC (chrome matt)



Luxe Pro
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EMN50-SW (white)
EMN50-SZ (black matt)
EMN50-SC (chrome matt)

EMN70-ZW (white)
EMN70-ZZ (black matt)
EMN70-ZC (chrome matt)





Bathroom TV

Turn your bathroom into a real wellness area. This Smart TV gives you access to Goo-
gle’s App Store. Install Apps of your choice and enjoy, for example, Netflix, Youtube, 
Ziggo GO or KPN. Of course, a DVB-C and DVB-T2 tuner is also provided. Available as 
in-wall and on-wall model. The TV has WiFi for easy integration into your home net-
work. In addition, a LAN connection is also provided to integrate the TV into your home 
network.
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The Bathroom TV comes with a Media-Box, which contains all connections and slots. 
The Media-Box is separate from the screen. This is how we keep the waterproof and 
non-waterproof components separate. Safety comes first!

The integrated speakers provide excellent sound reproduction. But it is also possible to 
combine the TV with one of the AquaSound audio sets. The sound of the TV is repro-
duced over the AquaSound speakers.
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In-wall

ASV2770iXSSide view: 
TV installed into the wall.
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On-wall

ASV2770XSSide view:
TV mounted with VESA wall mount.



Wiring Diagram Bluetooth Audio Set



Wiring Diagram WiFi-audioset



Wiring Diagram N-Joy wallmount/charger



Wiring diagram N-Joy in-wall power adapter for wallmount/
charger (optional to be ordered)
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